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THE CHALLENGES MULTINATIONAL 
CORPORATIONS FACE IN  
PROTECTING THEIR WELL-KNOWN  
TRADEMARKS IN CHINA 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ith the largest population in the world and an abundance of op-
portunities, China is considered by most foreign enterprises to 
be the “last great commercial frontier.”1 Since opening its doors to the 
global community in 1979, the People’s Republic of China (China),2 a 
nation of more than one billion consumers, has attracted foreign inves-
tors seeking to enter this vast market.3 Though companies are finding 
commercial opportunities in China, they are met by a number of chal-
lenges in the area of intellectual property (IP), including an increasing 
number of trademark violations4 by domestic companies infringing on 
                                                                                                             
 1. George O. White, Enter the Dragon: Foreign Direct Investment Laws and Poli-
cies in the P.R.C., 29 N.C. J. INT’L L. & COM. REG. 35 (2003). 
 2. For this note, China refers to the People’s Republic of China, excluding Hong 
Kong. Although Hong Kong has been a Special Administrative Region of the PRC since 
1997, China’s intellectual property laws will not apply to Hong Kong until 2047. See 
John Zarocostas, Hong Kong Maintains Free-Trade Image, J. COMMERCE, Dec. 9, 1998,  
at 3A. 
 3. Jessica Jiong Zhou, Trademark Law & Enforcement in China: A Transnational 
Perspective, 20 WIS. INT’L L.J. 415 (2002). 
 4. Article 52 of the Trademark Law of China reads:  
Any of the following acts shall be an infringement of the exclusive right to use 
a registered trademark: 
  1. to use a trademark that is identical with or similar to a registered trademark in 
respect of the identical or similar goods without the authorization from the 
trademark registrant; 
  2. to sell goods that he knows bear a counterfeited registered trademark; 
  3. to counterfeit, or to make, without authorization, representations of a registered 
trademark of another person, or to sell such representations of a registered 
trademark as were counterfeited, or made without authorization; 
  4. to replace, without the consent of the trademark registrant, its or his registered 
trademark and market again the goods bearing the replaced trademark; or 
  5. to cause, in other respects, prejudice to the exclusive right of another person to 
use a registered trademark. 
 
Trademark Law of the People’s Republic of China art. 52 (promulgated by the Standing 
Comm. of the Fifth Nat’l People’s Cong., Oct. 27, 2001, effective Dec. 1, 2001), trans-
lated in http://www.sipo.gov.cn/sipo_English/flfg/xgflfg/t20020416_34755.htm [herein-
after TL 2001]. 
W
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the well-known marks of foreign companies.5 In particular, China’s in-
consistent treatment of foreign well-known marks poses serious concerns 
for overseas investors.6 Many foreign firms have expressed apprehension 
about entering the Chinese marketplace because of an inability to register 
their trademark as well-known.7 Therefore, effective trademark protec-
tion is critical to economic reform in China.8 The Chinese have recog-
nized that respect for well-known marks is central to their economic re-
form,9 and have thus taken significant steps to provide greater protection 
of trademarks through their accession to international agreements, prom-
ulgation of rules and regulations, and amendments to their trademark 
law.10 
Despite all of China’s trademark and IP laws being in accordance with 
WTO requirements, the number of cases concerning trademark violations 
has risen dramatically in recent years.11 In 2003, American coffee retailer 
Starbucks filed a lawsuit against a Shanghai-based café for trademark 
infringement, claiming that its logo and brand name had been copied by 
the Shanghai coffeehouse.12 The case exemplifies the common problem 
of trademark piracy, where a domestic entity registers the well-known 
mark in China before the foreign trademark owner and then attempts to 
trade on the goodwill attached to the trademark or sell the registration to 
                                                                                                             
 5. China Improves Trademark Protection for Overseas Investors, PEOPLE’S DAILY 
(China), Aug. 5, 2000, available at http://english.people.com.cn/english/200008/05/ 
eng20000805_47371.html. For the purposes of this note, “domestic” corporations are 
corporations incorporated under the laws of China, which are established and based in 
China. 
 6. Alisa Cahan, China’s Protection of Famous and Well-Known Marks: The Impact 
of China’s Latest Trademark Law Reform on Infringement and Remedies, 12 CARDOZO J. 
INT’L & COMP. L. 219, 222 (2004). There is currently no formal, universal definition for a 
“well-known” mark. A “well-known” trademark is considered to be a mark which is 
known to a substantial portion of the relevant public as being associated with the particu-
lar goods or services. Id. 
 7. Foreign companies were hesitant to enter the Chinese marketplace because after 
being denied registration of their marks there was “no precedent of protection from ille-
gitimate business practices.” Id. at 226. 
 8. PETER FENG, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN CHINA 358 (2d ed. 2003). 
 9. Id. at 358. 
 10. Zhou, supra note 3, at 425–26. 
 11. In 2004, the Administrations for Industry and Commerce handled 51,851 trade-
mark violations cases, a 38.31 percent increase from 2003. Of these, 5,494 of these cases 
involved a foreign entity, which is 1.6 times greater than the number in 2003. SIPO, 
White Paper on the Intellectual Property Rights Protection in China in 2004, http://www. 
sipo.gov.cn/sipo_english/ndbg/bps/t20050427_45415.htm (last visited Feb. 6, 2006). 
 12. Toh Han Shih, Starbucks Sues in Shanghai Café Sign Spat, SOUTH CHINA 
MORNING POST, Jan. 31, 2004, available at 2004 WLNR 6018187. 
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the owner for a handsome profit.13 The recently decided case demon-
strates the progress China has made in trademark protection since joining 
the WTO, but also illustrates some of the challenges foreign companies 
still face in protecting their trademark in China.14 
This note explores the challenges multinational corporations face in 
protecting their well-known trademarks in China by examining the Star-
bucks case and argues that although China is heading in the right direc-
tion in its IP reform, its success is challenged by China’s weak and inef-
fective enforcement of IP laws. Part II of the note examines the devel-
opment of trademark law in China, focusing on protection of well-known 
marks. Part III discusses trademark infringement claims filed by multina-
tional corporations against domestic corporations, including the Star-
bucks case. Part IV evaluates the outlook for foreign investors under the 
current IP system, examining both the improvements China has made to 
IP laws and the challenges that multinational corporations still face in 
protecting their trademarks under the current system. Part V evaluates 
the current trademark enforcement system and proposes some changes to 
improve enforcement. Finally, the note concludes that while the Star-
bucks decision demonstrates that China is moving in the right direction 
with its trademark reform, to demonstrate that China is committed to pro-
tecting well-known trademarks, the Starbucks decision must be upheld 
on appeal. A favorable decision in favor of Starbucks on appeal and a 
stronger enforcement system will ensure that foreign well-known trade-
marks will be protected in China and thereby, China will remain attrac-
tive to foreign investors. 
II. CHINA’S INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION SYSTEM 
China has come to understand the importance of foreign investment to 
its economic reform and growth.15 After years of reform to meet World 
Trade Organization (WTO) standards, China acceded to the WTO on 
December 1, 2001.16 China’s accession to the WTO promises greater 
market access for foreign investors and a more predictable commercial 
environment, which means there will likely be many more foreign com-
                                                                                                             
 13. Cahan, supra note 6, at 220. 
 14. Id. at 221. 
 15. China offers preferential treatment, including tax incentives, to foreign investors 
to encourage investments in China. See John Zhengdong Huang, An Introduction to For-
eign Investment Laws in the People’s Republic of China, 28 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 471, 
483 (1995). 
 16. WTO, Accession of the People’s Republic of China, WT/L/432, Nov. 23, 2001. 
See also Karen Halverson, China’s WTO Accession: Economic, Legal and Political Im-
plications, 27 B.C. INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 319 (2004). 
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panies seeking to enter China’s market.17 With China’s entry into the 
WTO, the rules governing the Chinese marketplace have changed dra-
matically.18 China has come to realize the importance of protecting the 
intellectual property rights (IPR) of foreign corporations that seek to in-
vest in the nation. 19  Accordingly, China has strengthened its legal 
framework and amended its IPR and related laws and regulations to 
comply with the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellec-
tual Property Rights (TRIPS).20 
A. Brief History of IPR in China 
The concept of trademark in China can be traced back as early as the 
Northern Zhou Dynasty (556–580 A.D.).21 The first Chinese intellectual 
property law was promulgated in the Tang Dynasty (618–906 A.D.),22 
although the first formal trademark law was not enacted until 1904, dur-
ing the Qing Dynasty.23 IPR emerged in China in the late 1800s with the 
invention of the gunboat, the introduction of opium and the doctrines of 
“most favored nation” trading status and extraterritoriality.24 But pro-
gress on trademark and IP laws in China came to a halt in 1949, with the 
                                                                                                             
 17. White, supra note 1. 
 18. “Since joining the WTO China has adopted or amended over 140 laws and regula-
tions and deleted another 500 laws.” Cahan, supra note 6, at 223. 
 19. As further evidence of China’s commitment to fighting intellectual piracy, a Bei-
jing court recently ordered a flea market selling counterfeit clothing to pay up to 100,000 
yuan in compensation to the foreign brand owners. This is believed to be the first time a 
Chinese court has punished a retail landlord for the infringing acts of a tenant. Amy Gu, 
Coffee Shop Appeals on Starbucks Trademark, STANDARD (Hong Kong), Jan. 19, 2006, 
available at http://www.thestandard.com.hk/news_detail.asp?we_cat=2&art_id=10237& 
sid=6291676&con_type=1&d_str=20060119. 
 20. Cahan, supra note 6, at 223; See Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellec-
tual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade 
Organization, Annex 1C, Results of the Uruguay Round, arts. 22–24, 33 I.L.M. 81 (1994) 
Including Trade in Counterfeit Goods, Dec. 15, 1993, pt. II, sec. 3, arts. 22–24 [hereinaf-
ter TRIPS] (setting forth general provisions, enforcement of and standards concerning 
intellectual property rights). 
 21. The early trademarks in the Zhou Dynasty were marks used by the Chinese to 
identify the source of the products. During the later Tang Dynasty, the marks were used 
by merchants to distinguish their goods from the goods of another. Some merchants and 
craftsmen designed their own logos to protect the reputation of their business. Some of 
the logos created during this time, such as the “Jingdezhen” mark, which designates the 
geographic origin, are still in use today. Zhou, supra note 3, at 417–18. 
 22. The Tang Dynasty enacted the first copyright law to handle the widespread use of 
printing. Id. at 417. 
 23. This trademark law was largely administered by foreigners who took control of 
China’s trade during this time. Id. at 418. 
 24. FENG, supra note 8, at 3. 
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fall of the Nationalist government and the emergence of the People’s Re-
public of China (PRC). When the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) came 
into power, all the laws, including IP laws, were abrogated.25 It was not 
until the post-Mao Zedong era of the 1980s that China began building a 
formal legal system.26 
In remodeling their economic and political infrastructures to create a 
business environment more inviting to foreign investors, China followed 
accepted commercial principles of the Western world.27 One of the areas 
heavily influenced by Western principles was in the creation of intellec-
tual property laws.28 China realized that in order to promote economic 
development in China and attract foreign investment, it was necessary to 
improve intellectual property protection.29  Thus, China began signing 
treaties and joining IP rights organizations, starting with the World Intel-
lectual Property Organization (WIPO) in 1980.30 
On December 1, 2001, China was formally admitted as a member of 
the WTO.31 To comply with WTO commitments, China made numerous 
changes to its laws and regulations including its trademark laws. To ful-
fill obligations to TRIPS and other international agreements, China has 
improved its legal framework by amending its trademark laws and has 
started to issue judicial interpretations and administrative regulations 
related to trademark protection.32 These measures demonstrate that China 
is committed to building a market economy and understands the role that 
an effective trademark protection system plays in this effort. 
                                                                                                             
 25. Id. 
 26. Prior to 1982, when the current Chinese constitution was enacted, China viewed 
its legal system in an inconsistent manner. Weiqui Long, Intellectual Property in China, 
31 ST. MARY’S L.J. 63 (1999). 
 27. Julia Cheng, Note, China’s Copyright System: Rising to the Spirit of TRIPS Re-
quires an Internal Focus and WTO Membership, 21 FORDHAM INT’L L.J. 1941, 1942 
(1998). 
 28. See id. at 1943. 
 29. “China’s long-time inability to join the World Trade Organization (WTO) had 
been largely attributable to political oppositions from the U.S. and Europe, claiming, 
among other things, that China could not provide adequate protection for intellectual 
property rights.” Zhou, supra note 3, at 416. 
 30. China joined the WIPO on June 3, 1980. Convention Establishing the World In-
tellectual Property Organization, July 14, 1967, 828 U.N.T.S. 3. 
 31. China joined the WTO on November 11, 2001, but was not formally admitted as a 
member until December 1, 2001. WTO, supra note 16. 
 32. Cahan, supra note 6, at 222. 
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B. Trademark Law in China 
A trademark can be a company’s most valuable asset.33 A trademark is 
“a distinctive sign which identifies certain goods or services as those 
produced or provided by a specific person or enterprise.”34 Companies 
place value on trademarks because such marks identify and distinguish 
their goods or services from that of another.35 There are a select number 
of names which are of enormous economic value. Analysts have sug-
gested that “Nike” could be worth as much as seven billion dollars, while 
“Coca-Cola” has a value of ten times as much.36 With globalization, in-
ternational trademark rules have been developed to protect these marks 
in the international marketplace.37 But many of these international rules 
rely upon the individual member nations to provide trademark protection 
in their respective countries. 
In China, trademarks are primarily governed by the Trademark Law of 
the People’s Republic of China (Trademark Law)38 and the Implement-
ing Regulations of the Trademark Law (Implementing Regulations).39 
The Trademark Law was first adopted in 1982 and was based upon a 
first-to-file system40 for obtaining trademark rights.41 The most signifi-
cant achievement of the law was that it protected a trademark owner’s 
                                                                                                             
 33. Id. at 219. 
 34. WIPO, http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/trademarks.html. Trademarks seek to 
prevent a likelihood of confusion for consumers. Amanda S. Reid, Enforcement of Intel-
lectual Property Rights in Developing Countries: China as a Case Study, 13 DEPAUL-
LCA J. ART & ENT. L. & POL’Y 63, 72 (2003). 
 35. Reid, supra note 34, at 72. Trademarks represent the goodwill created by the com-
pany. Id. 
 36. James Gleick, Get Out of My Namespace, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Mar. 21, 2004, at 44. 
 37. Cahan, supra note 6, at 222. 
 38. See generally TL 2001, supra note 4. 
 39. Implementing Regulations of the Trademark Law (promulgated by Decree No. 
358 of the State Council,  Aug. 3, 2002, effective Sept. 15, 2002) (P.R.C.), available at 
http://sbj.saic.gov.cn/english/show.asp?id=53&bm=flfg [hereinafter Implementing Regu-
lations]; Zhou, supra note 3, at 429–30. 
 40. Under the first-to-file rule, one is not required to provide evidence of prior use or 
ownership of the trademark to register it. However, one must prove actual use within a 
specified time to avoid losing the rights to that trademark. In contrast, a first-to-use sys-
tem, found in the United States and Canada, require actual use of the trademark before 
one is allowed to acquire a right in that trademark. Scott A. McKenzie, Comment, Global 
Protection of Trademark Intellectual Property Rights: A Comparison of Infringement and 
Remedies Available in China Versus the European Union, 34 GONZ. L. REV. 527, 559–60 
(1998). 
 41. TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 4. A “first-to-file” rule provides that the first applicant 
to file a registration for the trademark, rather than the first-to-use the trademark, is the 
legal owner of the trademark. Long, supra note 26, at 76. 
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exclusive right to use a registered mark and provided a private right of 
action for acts of infringement.42 Under the law, both enterprises and in-
dividuals were eligible to apply for trademark registration.43 
In addition to promulgation of domestic trademark laws, China sought 
to comply with international standards on IPR protection by signing onto 
international and multinational treaties and conventions.44 In the early 
1980s, China took steps to strengthen trademark protection, starting with 
the adoption of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property (Paris Convention).45 The Paris Convention was established to 
provide consistent application of uniform legal principles for persons, 
regardless of citizenship, seeking IPR protection in a member nation.46 
Subsequently in 1988, China adopted the International Classification of 
Goods and Services under the Nice Agreement, and became a formal 
member of the Nice Agreement in 1994.47 In 1989, China signed the 
Madrid Agreement for the International Registration of Marks,48 which 
governs international trademark registration.49 Under the Madrid Agree-
ment, China can reject trademarks which are not in conformity with the 
Chinese trademark registration policy.50 
These international conventions, treaties and agreements ratified by the 
National People’s Congress play important roles in the legislative protec-
tion of IPR.51 The Chinese Constitution52 provides that these interna-
                                                                                                             
 42. Zhou, supra note 3, at 426. 
 43. Id. The registration of the trademark was valid for ten years after approval, fol-
lowed by a ten year renewal option. Trademark Law of the People’s Republic of China of 
1993, translated in 2 China L. Foreign Bus. (CCH) P 11-500 (1993) [hereinafter TL 
1993]. 
 44. Zhou, supra note 3, at 430. 
 45. The Convention aims to establish universal legal principles and the consistent 
application of those principles regardless of the citizenship of the individual seeking in-
tellectual property rights protection. Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property, Mar. 20, 1883, as last revised July 14, 1967, 21 U.S.T. 1583, 828 U.N.T.S. 305 
[hereinafter Paris Convention]. 
 46. Id. 
 47. The Nice Classification system provides a list of classes (thirty-four classes for 
goods and eleven classes for services) and the Alphabetical List of Goods and Services. 
Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of Goods and Services for 
the Purposes of the Registration of Marks, June 15, 1957, as last revised May 13, 1977, 
23 U.S.T. 1336, 550 U.N.T.S. 45. 
 48. Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks, Apr. 14, 
1891, 828 U.N.T.S. 389  [hereinafter Madrid Agreement]. 
 49. Measures for the Implementation of International Registration under Madrid 
Agreement, Apr. 17, 2003 (P.R.C.), available at http://sbj.saic.gov.cn/english/show.asp? 
id=63&bm=flfg [hereinafter Madrid Implementation Agreement]. 
 50. Madrid Agreement, supra note 48, art. VII. 
 51. Long, supra note 26, at 67. 
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tional treaties will not only have the equivalent status as domestic laws, 
but these international laws will supersede domestic laws which fall 
within their scope.53 In the past, China has been accused of failing to 
meet their obligations under international agreements,54 but has in recent 
years made an effort to ensure its laws are in full compliance with inter-
national standards. 
In order to comply with international standards and in response to criti-
cism that China’s trademark protection system failed to provide adequate 
enforcement against trademark infringement, both the Trademark Law 
and Implementing Regulations were revised in 1993.55 But the amended 
laws still failed to meet international standards. In order to conform more 
closely to international standards and meet its obligations under TRIPS, 
the Trademark Law was amended on October 27, 2001 (TL 2001).56 TL 
2001 provides a claim for priority in accordance with the Paris Conven-
tion.57 It also transferred the power of final adjudication of disputes from 
an administrative mechanism to a judicial mechanism. 58  The new 
mechanism provides for judicial review of all Trademark Review and 
Adjudication Board (TRAB) decisions, including cases involving the 
validity of trademark registration, allowing parties to institute legal pro-
ceedings if they are dissatisfied with the decision of the TRAB.59 
                                                                                                             
 52. See XIAN FA (1999) (P.R.C.). China has adopted four constitutions (Zhonghua, 
Renmin, Gongheguo, and Xianfa), in 1954, 1975, 1978, and 1982. The current constitu-
tion, adopted in 1982, was amended in 1988, 1993, and 1999. XIAN FA (1999) (P.R.C.). 
 53. Long, supra note 26, at 67. 
 54. The United States has threatened, on three separate occasions in recent years, to 
use economic sanctions against China for failure to adequately protect IPR. One such 
occasion was in 1995, when the United States accused China of failure to abide by Inter-
national Agreement Special 301. Andrew Evans, Taming the Counterfeit Dragon: The 
WTO, TRIPS and Chinese Amendments to Intellectual Property Laws, 31 GA. J. INT’L & 
COMP. L. 587, 597 (2003). 
 55. Zhou, supra note 3, at 427 ; Preston M. Trobert & Jia Zhao, People’s Republic of 
China, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS OF EAST ASIA 233 (Alan S. Gutterman & 
Robert Brown eds., 1997). The revised Trademark Law extended the scope of protection 
to include service trademarks. A service mark is a mark related to services, as opposed to 
a trademark which is associated with goods. DELI YANG, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND 
DOING BUSINESS IN CHINA 43 (Pervex N. Ghauri ed., 2003). 
 56. The Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress adopted the amended 
Trademark Law at its twenty-fourth meeting. FENG, supra note 8, at 299. The TL 2001 
brought China’s legislation on trademark protection into full compliance with TRIPS 
standards. Cahan, supra note 6, at 231. 
 57. Compare TL 2001, supra note 4, with Paris Convention, supra note 45. 
 58. See TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 43. 
 59. FENG, supra note 8, at 300. 
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China also revised its intellectual property laws to respond to the grow-
ing number of foreign investors in China. If a foreign individual or com-
pany wishes to apply for trademark registration in China, it must do so 
through a Chinese trademark agent authorized by the State Administra-
tion for Industry & Commerce (SAIC).60 Furthermore, any application 
for registration of a trademark must be submitted in the Chinese lan-
guage.61 This means that multinational corporations must determine how 
to translate their name into Chinese characters before their name can be 
registered.62 Often when foreign corporations try to register this trans-
lated name, these corporations discover that their name has already been 
registered by a domestic trademark pirate. To fight these trademark pi-
rates, China can rely on the “well-known marks doctrine.”63 
 
C. Well-Known Marks 
Trademarks that are considered “well-known” in China are afforded a 
greater scope of protection.64 The well-known marks doctrine provides 
that a mark will be protected in a nation, even if it is not actually used or 
registered in that nation, if the mark is well-known in that nation.65 The 
doctrine is especially important to first-to-file nations, such as China, 
which generally do not protect unregistered marks.66 The well-known 
marks doctrine also allows owners of well-known marks to prevent any-
                                                                                                             
 60. Implementing Regulations, supra note 39, art. 7. 
 61. Id. art. 8. 
 62. A corporation has a number of options available when deciding how to translate 
its name. First, the name may be translated into Chinese characters based on pronuncia-
tion, by selecting Chinese characters which sound like the foreign brand name. Second, 
the name may be translated by selecting Chinese characters that sound close to the com-
pany name, but also carry certain meanings. Third, the name can be translated using a 
combination of the two methods. Yi Zhang, Basics About Chinese Names, http://www. 
lexicool.com/article-chinese-names-yi-zhang.asp. 
 63. The “well-known” marks doctrine is also sometimes referred to as the “famous 
marks doctrine.” In the Untied States, the “famous marks doctrine” can also refer to the 
status of a mark as a “famous mark” for the purposes of the United States Federal Anti-
Dilution Act of 1996. A famous mark is a very strong mark that is widely recognized. J. 
THOMAS MCCARTHY, MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARK & UNFAIR COMPETITION § 29:61 (4th 
ed. 2002). A famous mark is known to a large portion of the public. Famous marks have a 
higher degree of reputation than well-known marks and therefore merit broader protec-
tion. A famous mark must be registered in at least the trademark owners home nation and 
have a value formulated by an internationally accepted method. Cahan, supra note 6, at 
222. 
 64. TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 13. 
 65. MCCARTHY, supra note 63, § 29:61. 
 66. Id. 
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one from capitalizing on that mark and reputation in a country where that 
mark has not yet been used or registered. But the extent of protection 
offered to a well-known mark varies from country to country.67 In China, 
the doctrine fights trademark pirates who register a well-known trade-
mark before the rightful owner. If a mark is well-known, the trademark 
owner can apply for cancellation of the mark with the TRAB, request 
SAIC to stop the unauthorized use of identical or similar marks68 or bring 
a case in the People’s Court to stop use of the infringing mark.69 
The foundation of modern treaties and domestic laws providing protec-
tion for well-known marks internationally is Article 6bis of the Paris 
Convention.70 Since China is a member of the Paris Convention, if a 
mark is considered well-known under the Paris Convention, China must 
recognize this well-known mark. This recognition is significant, because 
if the trademark is well-known, a member of the Paris Convention must 
protect the trademark even if it has not been registered.71 Thus, a well-
known mark which is given protection under the Paris Convention would 
be an exception to China’s first-to-file rule, which generally grants rights 
to the first to register the mark in China. While the date of application for 
trademark registration is the date on which the Trademark Office re-
ceives the application, if the applicant filed a trademark application in a 
country which is a member state of the Paris Convention, then the date of 
the Chinese application will relate back to the date of the original filing.72 
Well-known marks are also protected by TRIPS.73  With respect to 
well-known marks, TRIPS has made more progress than the Paris Con-
vention through the expansion of protection to include well-known ser-
vice marks.74 TRIPS also provides protection of well-known trademarks 
from use in different commodities and services, and a rough standard on 
how to determine well-known trademarks.75  TRIPS also goes further 
                                                                                                             
 67. Bella I. Safro & Thomas S. Keaty, What’s in a Name? Protection of Well-Known 
Trademarks Under International and National Law, 6 TUL. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 33, 
34 (2004). 
 68. Implementing Regulations, supra note 39, art. 45. 
 69. TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 53. 
 70. Cahan, supra note 6, at 227. 
 71. Paris Convention, supra note 45, art. 6bis. 
 72. Id. art. 4. 
 73. TRIPS, supra note 20, art. 16. 
 74. See id., art. 16.2. 
 75. YANG, supra note 55, at 148. Article 16.2 of TRIPS provides that “in determining 
whether a trademark is well-known, Members shall take into account the knowledge of 
the trademark in the relevant sector of the public, including knowledge in the Member 
concerned which has been obtained as a result of the promotion of the trademark.” 
TRIPS, supra note 20, art. 16.2. 
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than prior international treaties and requires a member country to protect 
a well-known trademark or service mark, even if that mark was not regis-
tered in the country in question.76 
In response to demands by the United States for formal protection of 
well-known marks under the TRIPS guidelines and to encourage more 
foreign companies to apply for trademark registration, the SAIC issued 
the Interim Provisional Regulations on the Verification and Control of 
Well-Known Trademarks (Provisions) in 1996.77 The Provisions loosely 
defined well-known trademarks as “registered trademarks which are of 
high repute and well-known to the relevant sector of the public.”78 The 
Provisions granted the Trademark Office (CTMO) of SAIC, along with 
the TRAB, power of final review and adjudication of cases. Article 5 of 
the Provisions also established rather stringent requirements and proce-
dures for the recognition of well-known marks.79 Under these rules, no 
foreign well-known marks were registered by SAIC in the period of 
1996–1999.80 
This led the United States and some European nations to put pressure 
on China to provide sufficient protection to foreign trademarks and im-
                                                                                                             
 76. Cahan, supra note 6, at 230. Article 16.3 of TRIPS states: 
Article 6bis of the Paris Convention (1967) shall apply, mutates mutandis, to 
goods or services which are not similar to those in respect to which a trademark 
is registered, provided that use of that trademark in relation to those goods or 
services would indicate a connection between those goods or services and the 
owner of the registered trademark and provided that the interests of the owner 
of the registered trademark are likely to be damage by such use. This article in-
tended to provide an exception to the principle of specialty, which stipulates 
that trademarks are only protected in relation to the same or similar goods or 
services that the mark has been registered for. In certain circumstances this ar-
ticle of TRIPs extends trademark protection to non-competing goods and ser-
vices. 
TRIPS, supra note 20, art. 16.3. 
 77. Cahan, supra note 6, at 225. 
 78. Provisional Regulations on the Verification and Control of Well-Known Trade-
marks (promulgated by the State Admin. for Industry and Commerce of the P.R.C., Aug. 
14, 1996), art. 2, translated in http://www.wanhuida.com/english_ver/Law/Index.asp? 
InfoTypeID=9#. 
 79. FENG, supra note 8, at 358. The failure of foreign marks to be granted well-known 
status may have resulted from the SAIC interpretation used by the court which made it 
difficult for a mark presented in English to be considered well-known, since most of the 
Chinese public is unable to read English. Cahan, supra note 6, at 226. 
 80. Between 1996–1999, SAIC granted registration to eighty-seven marks as well-
known, but none of these marks were registered by a foreign corporation. Cahan, supra 
note 6, at 226. 
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prove their laws on well-known trademarks.81 As previously mentioned, 
the Trademark Law was amended in 2001 to provide greater protection 
to well-known marks.82 The TL 2001 sets out the standards for certifica-
tion and protection of well-known marks in Article 14.83 While the new 
law does not explicitly define a well-known mark, it provides factors that 
should be considered in making a determination of a well-known mark.84 
Under TL 2001, the legal owner of an unregistered but well-known mark 
may bring a claim of opposition or cancellation of the previously regis-
tered mark.85 Although the amended law maintains the “first-to-file” sys-
tem, it grants some protection to an unregistered trademark owner 
against infringement. Operating under the principle of “exclusive right to 
use,”86 the law provides that any “mala fide”87 pre-emptive registration 
may be viewed as encroaching on the rightful owner’s goodwill in the 
unregistered well-known mark, established through use, if the pre-
emptive registration is a duplication, imitation, or translation of the right-
ful owner’s unregistered mark, and is for identical or similar goods or 
services, and it is likely to mislead or confuse the public.88 Therefore, 
after a well-known trademark has been established in China in accor-
dance with Article 14,89 any application or registration conflicting with 
the well-known mark will be rejected or prohibited from use.90 Further-
more, the law is intended to provide well-known trademark status and 
protection to Chinese and foreign brands alike, as required by interna-
tional treaties.91 
In another step towards compliance with their international agree-
ments,92 China strengthened their protection for well-known marks by 
                                                                                                             
 81. Id. 
 82. TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 13. 
 83. FENG, supra note 8, at 300; TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 14. 
 84. These include (1) reputation of the mark to the relevant public; (2) time of contin-
ued use of the mark; (3) consecutive time, extent and geographical area of advertisement 
of the mark; (4) records of protection of the mark as a well-known mark; and (5) any 
other factors relevant to the reputation of the mark. TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 14. 
 85. Id. arts. 13, 30. 
 86. “A trademark provides protection to the owner of the mark by ensuring the exclu-
sive right to use it to identify goods or services, or to authorize another to use it in return 
for payment.” WIPO, supra note 34. 
 87. A “mala fide” registration is a registration in bad faith. FENG, supra note 8, at 
368. 
 88. Id. 
 89. TL 2001, supra note 4, art. 14. 
 90. FENG, supra note 8, at 368. 
 91. Cahan, supra note 6, at 231. 
 92. See Paris Convention, supra note 45; TRIPS, supra note 20; Agreement Regard-
ing Intellectual Property Rights, Feb. 26, 1995, P.R.C.-U.S., 34 I.L.M. 881 (1995). 
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promulgating three new regulations: the Rules for Recognition and Pro-
tection for Well-Known Trademarks,93 the Implementation Policy for the 
Madrid International Registration,94 and the Measures Regarding Regis-
tration and Administration of Collective Marks and Certification 
Marks.95 
The Provisions on the Determination and Protection on Well-Known 
Trade Marks (WKTM), which came into force on June 1, 2003, replaced 
the Provisions from 1996.96 The WKTM provides more detailed proce-
dures on filing applications for well-known trademark status and on fil-
ing claims for relief against infringements.97 According to WKTM, well-
known trademarks are defined as trademarks that are widely known to 
the relevant public and enjoy a high reputation in China.98 Another major 
change made by WKTM is the elimination of the state-maintained record 
of the trademarks that have been given well-known status. Under 
WKTM, for each new dispute that arises, trademark owners may now 
file opposition to a trademark application made by a third party or file for 
revocation of a registered trademark by applying for recognition of their 
trademark as well-known by submitting relevant evidence.99 Despite the 
promulgation of such new laws, the number of infringement claims, par-
ticularly those filed by foreign companies against Chinese companies, 
continues to rise.100 Moreover, despite the amended trademark laws and 
WKTM, foreign marks still do not receive equal treatment with domestic 
marks. Out of forty-three marks given well-known status under the Im-
plementing Regulations of the Trademark Law and the Recognition and 
Protection Rules of the Well-Known Trademarks in 2004, forty were for 
companies based in mainland China.101  
                                                                                                             
 93. Provisions on the Determination and Protection of Well-Known Marks, Apr. 17, 
2003 (P.R.C.), available at http://sbj.saic.gov.cn/english/show.asp?id=57&bm=flfg [here-
inafter WKTM]. 
 94. Madrid Implementation Agreement, supra note 49. 
 95. Measures Regarding Registration and Administration of Collective Trademarks 
and Certification Trademarks, Apr. 17, 2003 (P.R.C.), available at http://sbj.saic.gov.cn/ 
english/show.asp?id=60&bm=flfg. 
 96. WKTM, supra note 93, art. 17. 
 97. International Trademark Association, Asia Pacific Update, Oct. 2003, http:// 
www.inta.org/asiapacific/ap200310.html#5. 
 98. WKTM, supra note 93, art. 2. WKTM further provides that “[r]elevant sectors of 
the public shall include consumers of the type of goods and/or services to which the mark 
applies, operators who manufacture the said goods or provide the said services, and sell-
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 99. International Trademark Association, supra note 97. 
 100. SIPO, supra note 11. 
 101. Cahan, supra note 6, at 232. 
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III. TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT CLAIMS 
After China’s entry into the WTO, the nation eased restrictions on its 
trade and markets for foreign investment,102 and has enhanced its appeal 
to foreign investors.103 Similar to Starbucks, many multinational corpora-
tions see the economic potential of investing in China. However, a major 
concern for these foreign investors is the protection of their well-known 
trademarks.104 The Starbucks case highlights the importance of special 
protection for well-known marks in a “first-to-file system” like China. 
Unlike the United States, which uses a “first-to-use” trademark registra-
tion policy,105 in China, trademarks can be registered by a company, 
which may not be connected to the registered trademark.106 Under such a 
“first-to-file” system, a trademark can be registered by a third-party, 
called a trademark pirate, who has no connection to the mark. This leads 
to a situation where the legal trademark owner must take administrative 
or judicial action to stop the unauthorized use of its mark. 
A. Claims Against Domestic Defendants 
The Starbucks decision is significant because it is the first case decided 
under the amended TL 2001 and WKTM, which were enacted to provide 
greater protection to well-known marks.107 In cases prior to WKTM, for-
eign companies were often not successful in protecting their well-known 
marks. South Korea’s Hyundai Motors paid an undisclosed sum to a Bei-
jing company, Zhejiang Xiandai Group (Zhejiang), which had registered 
                                                                                                             
 102. China has agreed to a significant reduction of tariffs to open up their market to 
foreign goods and has agreed to a five-year phase out of import quotas. DANIEL C.K. 
CHOW, A PRIMER ON FOREIGN INVESTMENT ENTERPRISES AND PROTECTION OF 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN CHINA 251 (2002). 
 103. White, supra note 1, at 35. China has taken a number of steps to protect and at-
tract foreign investors, including enacting new foreign investment laws, amending its 
Constitution and establishing the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation 
(MOFTEC), to administer China’s foreign trade and economic cooperation arrangements. 
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ate nationally strategic plans; and (4) to administer all foreign investment contracts, laws, 
and regulations. Id. at 37. In 2005, China was the largest recipient of foreign direct in-
vestment. Foreign direct investment in China reached a record $60.6 billion in 2005. 
World Investment Report 2005, BUS. LINE, Oct. 11, 2005, available at 2005 WLNR 
16474946. 
 104. CHOW, supra note 102, at 179, 186. 
 105. Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1051 (2004). 
 106. Long, supra note 26, at 75. 
 107. Associated Press, Starbucks Aims for 30,000 Stores Globally, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 
14, 2004, available at http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/business/AP-Starbucks-
Growth.html?ex=1098805520&ei=1&en=32589ca41cdd75cb (last visited Oct. 14, 2004). 
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and used the “xiandai qiche” trademark—the widely accepted Chinese 
translation for Hyundai Motors.108 After being unable to register “xiandai 
qiche,” Beijing Hyundai Motors approached Zhejiang about purchasing 
the trademark after the first of its Sonata models finished production in 
Beijing at the end of 2002.109 The “xiandai” trademark had been regis-
tered by Zhejiang for 43 products, including cars, in 1996. The registra-
tion of the trademark cost 100,000 yuan (approximately US$12,000), but 
sources close to Zhejiang estimate that Zhang Pengfei, the chairman of 
the company, earned about 40 million yuan (approximately US$5 mil-
lion) from the sale of the trademark to Hyundai.110  
In a more recent case, Toyota, a Japanese auto manufacturer, filed suit 
against the Geely Group, a domestic auto manufacturer for trademark 
infringement at the end of 2003.111  Toyota claimed that the logo of 
Geely’s signature economy model car, the Merrie, was very similar to 
that of Toyota, and therefore infringed on Toyota’s well-known trade-
mark. To support this claim, lawyers for Toyota provided a report by the 
Beijing-based Shaohai Market Investigation, which provided that out of 
317 consumers surveyed, almost 67 percent believed the Merrie logo to 
be that of Toyota, while only 6.9 percent were able to associate the logo 
with Geely.112 But in November 2003, the No. 5 Civil Division of the 
Beijing No. 2 Intermediate People’s Court handed down a decision that 
the two logos were sufficiently different. The Court, relying on China’s 
Trademark Law, held that the survey should only be composed of con-
sumers or potential consumers.113 Moreover, the Court felt that Toyota’s 
claim lacked “legal basis and fact,” because not only are the logos suffi-
ciently different, but consumers will not be confused because other char-
acteristics of the vehicles, particularly the price, are vastly different.114 
The case is significant because although China does not follow a com-
                                                                                                             
 108. David Fang, Hyundai Pays High Price to Win Back Trademark Rights, SOUTH 
CHINA MORNING POST, Feb. 21, 2004, available at 2004 WLNR 5967039. 
 109. Id. 
 110. Id. 
 111. Liu Li, Logo Likeness Doesn’t Hold in Court, CHINA DAILY, June 9, 2004, avail-
able at http://www.sipo.gov.cn/sipo_english/gfxx/iprspecial/t20040906_34278.htm. 
 112. Id. 
 113. The deputy presiding judge, Shao Minyan, stated, “According to Chinese law, 
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Id. 
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mon law system, 115  many believe that it will likely influence future 
automobile trademark lawsuits.116 
The Toyota and Hyundai cases demonstrate the favoritism that Chinese 
courts sometimes accord to a local entity over a foreign company. Such 
favoritism raises concerns by foreign companies who fear that China’s IP 
laws are not being applied consistently or fairly. However, in certain 
cases, including the Starbucks case, the courts have found in favor of the 
foreign company. In one case similar to the Starbucks case, the interna-
tional beverage company Coca-Cola successfully stopped a Chinese 
company from using a mark similar to theirs. Coca-Cola alleged in-
fringement through transliteration of its mark.117 Transliteration has been 
a common way for by companies to render their mark in Chinese. 
Through this method, a company chooses Chinese characters that repre-
sent the foreign word’s sound.118 In this 1997 case, Coca-Cola filed suit 
against a can manufacturer in Zheijiang province who used the Chinese 
words “Ke Le,” which is the transliteration of “Cola” and the second 
element of Coca-Cola’s famous mark, to market their can products.119 In 
creating their Chinese mark, Coca-Cola used both the transliteration and 
conceptual method.120 The Company chose “ke kou ke le,” which in 
Mandarin sounds very close to Coca-Cola, and the literal translation of 
the words has the positive meaning of “permitting the mouth to re-
joice.”121 Coca-Cola brought a successful action with the Administration 
for Industry and Commerce, under both its English and Chinese trade-
mark registrations.122 Coca-Cola was able to stop the “Chinese factory 
from using the Chinese transliteration of Cola as a mark for their can 
products, because it would mislead consumers to associate the unauthor-
ized cans with the Coca-Cola Company.”123 Similarly, the court in the 
Starbucks case also considered whether the Chinese translation of a for-
eign well-known brand name would mislead consumers. 
                                                                                                             
 115. China operates under a civil law system. Michele Lee, Note and Comment, Fran-
chising in China: Legal Challenges When First Entering the Chinese Market, 19 AM. U. 
INT’L L. REV. 949, 986 (2004). 
 116. Li, supra note 111. 
 117. Cahan, supra note 6, at 240. 
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Translation, CHINA BRIEF, June 2004, available at  http://www.amcham-china.org.cn/ 
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 119. Cahan, supra note 6, at 241. 
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 122. Id. at 240. 
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B. The Starbucks Case 
As a result of increased trade across borders, the global intellectual 
property community has recognized the need for protection of trademark 
rights in different languages.124 To address this issue, China’s TL 2001 
provides that using a phonetically similar mark to another’s trademark on 
a similar product or service is a ground upon which to base a claim for 
trademark infringement.125 Starbucks, the U.S.-based coffee company, 
alleged this type of trademark infringement in their suit against a Shang-
hai coffeehouse filed in December 2003. Starbucks, named after a char-
acter from the classic American novel Moby Dick,126 claimed trademark 
infringement against a Shanghai company, Xingbake Coffee Shop Ltd. 
(Shanghai Xingbake). 127  The two coffeehouses share the same three 
characters—xing, ba, ke—in Chinese pinyin. 128  In Chinese, “Xing” 
means “star” and “bake” phonetically sounds like “bucks.”129 
Starbucks launched its chain of coffee houses in Taiwan in 1998 and 
subsequently authorized a Taiwanese company, the President Group, to 
operate the business in China.130 The business registered “Xingbake” as 
their Chinese name, and subsequently opened coffeehouses using that 
name in Taiwan and Hong Kong.131 In May 2000, seeking to expand into 
the Shanghai market, Starbucks and the President Group jointly estab-
lished the Shanghai President Starbucks Shareholding Company and sub-
sequently discovered that Shanghai Xingbake registered the enterprise 
name “Xingbake” with local authorities in March 2000. 132  Although 
Starbucks had not yet entered the Shanghai market at that time, “Xing-
bake” had been used in Taiwan as the Chinese translation for Starbucks 
                                                                                                             
 124. Safro & Keaty, supra note 67, at 35. 
 125. See Mingli Chen & Corinne Marie Pouliquen, Doing Business in China: Protect-
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since 1998.133 Fearful that the trade name Shanghai Xingbake would lead 
to customer confusion, Starbucks tried to stop Shanghai Xingbake from 
using “Xingbake” in its name.134 
After an unsuccessful attempt to reach an out of court settlement, Star-
bucks sought administrative protection of its trademark from the Shang-
hai AIC, the local branch of the SAIC. The Shanghai AIC issued an or-
der in September 2000 that called for the café to remove any signs, lo-
gos, and names similar to Starbucks.135 Shanghai Xingbake failed to obey 
the order and subsequently opened another outlet in July 2003, on the 
city’s trendy Nanjing Road.136 Starbucks then warned Shanghai Xing-
bake to remove all logos and names similar to Starbucks, but the man-
ager of Shanghai Xingbake refused to do so.137 
The manager for the Shanghai Xingbake felt there had been no trade-
mark infringement.138 He claimed since the company “never applied for 
any Chinese or English trademarks . . . there is no trademark infringe-
ment at all.”139 Rather, he argued that Starbucks’ complaint was invalid 
because Shanghai Xingbake is using a “legitimate company title, instead 
of a trademark.”140  However, according to attorneys for Starbucks, a 
trademark is of greater importance than a trade or company name under 
Chinese law in this particular situation.141 In initiating the suit, lawyers 
for Starbucks argued that “big brand owners like Starbucks have invested 
                                                                                                             
 133. Yong, supra note 128. 
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 135. Shih, supra note 12. 
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heavily into building their brands. In this case, the integrity of the brand 
is at stake.”142 
In its suit, Starbucks wanted Shanghai Xingbake to cease using “Xing-
bake,” as well as its logo, which is of a similar color and design as that of 
Starbucks.143 With such similarities between the two coffeehouses, Star-
bucks argued that the probability of consumer confusion is high.144 The 
manger of Shanghai Xingbake argued that its logo was not copied, but 
was designed by its own staff member.145 In addition, he argued that he 
registered the trade name on October 20, 1999, whereas Starbucks did 
not apply for its name until January 2000.146 Moreover, he asserted that 
at the time Shanghai Xingbake registered its name, most Chinese people 
were unfamiliar with Starbucks.147 The manager said that any similarity 
between the two brand names is coincidence, because he had not heard 
of Starbucks at the time.148 But Starbucks argued that the facts and cir-
cumstances of the case supported its claims that the Shanghai Xingbake 
is operating in bad faith. Starbucks registered their trademark for the 
purpose of operating a coffee shop, which is also what Shanghai Xing-
bake is doing.149 
Starbucks also sought damages of 500,000 yuan (approximately 
US$62,500), the maximum amount of damages allowable under TL 
2001.150 While the case was pending in the Second Intermediate People’s 
Court of China, the court froze Shanhai Xingbake’s bank account and 
seized objects related to the case, including name cards and menus.151 On 
December 31, 2005, the court handed down a decision finding that 
Shanghai Xingbake had engaged in unfair competition by using the Chi-
nese translation of Starbucks in its company name and by using a similar 
design logo for its cafes.152 The court ordered both branches of Shanghai 
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Xingbake to cease using “xingbake” and ordered Shanghai Xingbake to 
pay 500,000 yuan to Starbucks.153 
Although Shanghai Xingbake filed an appeal against the court’s deci-
sion,154 the case is of great importance because it is the first decision 
made by a local court on infringement of a well-known mark under the 
revised trademark law, TL 2001 and WKTM.155 In China, the first to reg-
ister a mark will generally prevail in an infringement claim.156 However, 
under TL 2001 and WKTM, which was passed as a result of pressure 
from foreign companies to protect their well-known brands, well-known 
marks are accorded special protection.157 The Shanghai No. 2 Intermedi-
ate People’s Court found that the marks “Starbucks” and “Xingbake,” 
along with its logo design are considered well-known marks in China as 
a result of “their widespread use, publicity and reputation.”158 Thus, as a 
well-known mark, although Starbucks registered the mark in Shanghai 
after Shanghai Xingbake, Starbucks was able to prevail.159 Moreover, 
since Xingbake is a well-known mark, the court found that Shanghai 
Xingbake was acting in bad faith by using the mark in an attempt to 
benefit from the goodwill and reputation of Starbucks.160 
The Starbucks decision is not only evidence that Chinese courts will 
protect the well-known marks of foreign corporations from infringement 
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by domestic entities,161 but also provides some guidance as to what con-
stitutes a well-known mark in the Chinese courts. This is especially im-
portant since China has been criticized for the lack of consistency in their 
determinations of well-known marks162 and has been asked to publish the 
criteria that it used for assessing trademarks and to provide guidance on 
how the office will apply the new well-known trademarks laws in prac-
tice.163 One factor the courts appear to consider is evidence that the brand 
owner placed advertisements in several countries over a period of 
time.164 The Shanghai Court in the Starbucks listed “publicity” as a factor 
it considered in making the well-known determination.165 Similarly, in an 
earlier decision, Inter IKEA Systems B.V. v. Beijing CINET Co., the Intel-
lectual Property Chamber of Beijing’s Second Intermediate People’s 
Court found IKEA to be a well-known mark because their goods and 
services had been advertised for an extended period of time around the 
world.166 Another factor cited by the Starbucks court in making the de-
termination of a well-known mark was reputation,167  which was also 
considered in IKEA.168 The Starbucks court may have also considered 
evidence of registrations in other countries around the world as a factor 
for well-known status. This factor comes from an ad hoc determination 
of “Pizza Hut” as a well-known mark by the CTMO.169 In making this 
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of the mark in over forty countries, found that the Pizza Hut Company, an American 
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company was rejected and by virtue of the court decision, the “Pizza Hut” mark was 
granted well-known status. Lehman, Ojansivu & Abrams, supra note 164, at 259. The 
decision to grant Pizza Hut well-known status was economically beneficial for China. In 
the years following the Pizza Hut decision, Pizza Hut announced it would open fifty more 
chains to join the fifty chains already open across China. Pizza Hut to Open 50 More 
Chain Stores in China, PEOPLE’S DAILY, available at http://english.people.com.cn/ 
english/20010821_77830.html. 
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decision, the CTMO concluded that Pizza Hut was well-known based on 
the company’s registration of its mark in over forty countries.170 
The Starbucks decision was an important victory for Starbucks and 
China. The company, one of the world’s largest coffee chains, views 
Shanghai, where thirty-eight of the eighty-three Starbucks’ outlets in 
China are located, as a battleground in its fight to establish dominance in 
the Chinese market.171 As part of its global growth strategy, Starbucks 
has decided to focus its efforts on a few countries where it sees great po-
tential. 172  In particular, Starbucks will focus on expanding in China, 
which the company believes could become one of its largest markets.173 
China also reaps economic benefits from the decision. If Starbucks had 
received an unfavorable decision, Starbucks might have scaled back their 
plans for expansion in the country. But now that its trademark has been 
recognized as well-known in China, Starbucks can continue to invest in 
China, with peace of mind that its trademark will be accorded special 
protection. Moreover, in addition to expanding the number of stores in 
China, Starbucks is also spending money in China to promote socially 
responsible projects.174 
The decision is also good news for potential investors. In the past, for-
eign corporations criticized Chinese courts for their favoritism of the lo-
cal party in infringement actions, but this decision seems to suggest the 
tides may be turning. Now, it is the domestic corporation who alleges 
mistreatment by the People’s Court. After the decision came down, Jiang 
Xian, Shanghai Xingbake’s attorney, argued that “[t]he court was too 
nice to the American company. It should have treated the companies, 
whatever their nationalities, in the same, fair way.”175 But it is too early 
to tell whether other courts will follow the Starbucks decision, despite it 
being widely reported in the news. China has a civil law system, where 
prior decisions have no binding authority, although they can be used as 
persuasive authority.176 However, although there is no reporting system 
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of cases between the provinces,177 there is evidence that courts are apply-
ing China’s well-known trademarks laws consistently. In June 2004, 
Starbucks filed a civil lawsuit against a coffeehouse, located in a five-star 
hotel in Qingdao, which was using the “Starbucks” mark. On December 
21, 2005, the court in that case held that its unauthorized use of the Xing, 
Ba, Ke characters, along with Starbucks, Frappuccino and a logo similar 
to Starbucks’ logo infringed Starbucks trademark rights.178 These two 
victories are strong signs to foreign investors that Chinese courts are ap-
plying Chinese trademark laws in a consistent manner and are treating 
foreign and domestic parties alike. 
V. OUTLOOK FOR MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS ENTERING THE 
CHINESE MARKET 
The Starbucks decision was an important case for the Chinese trade-
mark protection system. The case demonstrates the progress China has 
made in protecting well-known marks, but also draws attention to the 
challenges that foreign corporations still face in protecting their trade-
marks. Although China has fulfilled its obligations under TRIPS and 
other international treaties,179 protection of intellectual property, particu-
larly China’s weak enforcement of IP laws, remains a major source of 
contention between China and foreign nations.180 
A. Trademark Laws and Regulations 
China has made great improvements to their IPR protection system. 
With China’s accession into the WTO, China has overhauled all of its IP 
laws to meet international standards.181 China’s modern laws provide 
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remedies for trademark law violations, including civil liability, adminis-
trative sanctions and criminal punishment.182 
In 1978, China entered into a legal reform program to create a legal 
system that would foster economic growth. 183  Since then, China has 
passed more than 350 laws and 6,000 regulations to support the devel-
opment of an international business economy. However, the effective-
ness of such laws is challenged by a number of factors. First, although, 
the “rule of law” exists in China,184 at least in theory, the Chinese people 
continue to distrust a system of formal laws.185 Second, as a result of in-
consistent interpretation of laws and the Constitution, where existing leg-
islation sometimes contradicts the Constitution,186 it is difficult to deter-
mine which laws should be followed. A third difficulty with Chinese leg-
islation is that vagueness leaves room for corruption and inconsistent 
administration of laws by provinces who adjust the laws to meet their 
needs.187 
The ambiguity which exists in trademark law poses a serious concern 
for those who administer the laws and those who try to follow them. In 
particular, there is no clear definition of what constitutes a well-known 
mark in China. Both the Paris Convention and TRIPS fail to explicitly 
define the process for verification of a well-known mark.188 Under the 
Paris Convention, the definition of what constitutes a well-known mark 
is left to the “competent authority” of the nation in which protection is 
sought.189 In China, the lack of a specific definition of a well-known 
mark has caused significant problems, including self-awarded well-
known trademarks, well-known trademark trading, and counterfeit 
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trademarks.190 The lack of certainty has also led many foreign companies 
to be hesitant to apply for well-known status.191 
The current WKTM offers a more detailed explanation of the meaning 
of a well-known trademark than the prior Provisions.192 WKTM defines a 
well-known trademark as “a mark that is widely known to the respective 
public and also maintains high reputation in China,”193 and the 2001 TL 
provides a number of factors to consider in determining if a mark is well-
known.194 However, the definition and the factors remain broad and sub-
jective, allowing for interpretation by the courts and administrative agen-
cies. This subjective nature can be especially problematic in a nation 
such as China, whose legal system has been criticized for lack of inde-
pendence and local protectionism.195 For guidance, China could look to 
the factors considered by WIPO in making a determination of a well-
known trademark,196 as well as the standards used by Western nations in 
determining well-known status. 
                                                                                                             
 190. YANG, supra note 55, at 151. 
 191. Since 1996, the TMO has recognized over two thousand well-known marks, all of 
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(1) Factors for Consideration 
(a)  In determining whether a mark is a well-known mark, the competent au-
thority shall take into account any circumstances from which it may be inferred 
that the mark is well known. 
(b)  In particular, the competent authority shall consider information submitted 
to it with respect to factors from which it may be inferred that the mark is, or is 
not, well known, including, but not limited to, information concerning the fol-
lowing: 
1. the degree of knowledge or recognition of the mark in the relevant 
sector of the public; 
2. the duration, extent and geographical area of any use of the mark; 
3. the duration, extent and geographical area of any promotion of the 
mark, including advertising or publicity and the presentation, at fairs 
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B. Chinese Social and Political Culture 
Another obstacle in strengthening China’s IPR protection comes from 
China’s history and culture, which do not elevate IPR in the same man-
ner as Western nations.197 In Ancient China, treatises were created by 
“borrowing” from classics and the work of other scholars without giving 
formal credit to the sources.198 From about 100 B.C. until 1911 A.D., the 
principles of Confucianism dominated Chinese society and culture.199 
Confucian principles celebrate the good of the community over the pur-
suit of individual reward.200 These principles were carried over when the 
PRC was established in October 1949 by the CCP.201 The Party formu-
lated a body of law, heavily influenced by Marxist-Leninist principles. 
The laws did not consider literary, scientific and artistic works to be per-
                                                                                                             
or exhibitions, of the goods and/or services to which the mark ap-
plies; 
4. the duration and geographical area of any registrations, and/or any 
applications for registration, of the mark, to the extent that they re-
flect use or recognition of the mark; 
5. the record of successful enforcement of rights in the mark, in par-
ticular, the extent to which the mark was recognized as well known 
by competent authorities; 
6. the value associated with the mark. 
(c)  The above factors, which are guidelines to assist the competent authority to 
determine whether the mark is a well-known mark, are not pre-conditions for 
reaching that determination. Rather, the determination in each case will depend 
upon the particular circumstances of that case. In some cases all of the factors 
may be relevant. In other cases some of the factors may be relevant. In still 
other cases none of the factors may be relevant, and the decision may be based 
on additional factors that are not listed in subparagraph (b), above. Such addi-
tional factors may be relevant, alone, or in combination with one or more of the 
factors listed in subparagraph (b), above. 
Gen. Rep. of the Assemblies of the Members States of World Intellectual Property Or-
ganization (WIPO), Joint Resolution Concerning Provisions on the Protection of Well-
known Marks, WIPO Doc. A/34/13, art. 2(1) (1999), available at http://www.wipo.int/ 
about-ip/en/development_iplaw/doc/pub833.doc. 
 197. Reid, supra note 34, at 90. 
 198. Id. 
 199. Evans, supra note 54, at 589. 
 200. Id. 
 201. Kristie M. Kachuriak, Chinese Copyright Piracy: Analysis of the Problems and 
Suggestions for Protection of U.S. Copyrights, 13 DICK. J. INT’L L. 599, 603 (1995). The 
CCP is the highest authority over both the state and society. The CCP participates in all 
government institutions through a specially chosen party secretary. Reid, supra note 34, 
at 88. 
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sonal property. Rather, to remove class inequities, such property was 
considered to be collectively owned by the state.202 It was only following 
the death of Mao in 1976 that China gave recognition to intellectual 
property rights.203 
Despite the creation of such laws, the protection of IPR is hindered by 
the Confucian tradition, which cherishes the concept of “li” in societal 
relationships.204 The Chinese people are guided by a tradition which en-
courages individuals to understand their responsibilities and obligations 
to others and be prepared to take into consideration the views of others, 
in order to avoid confrontation and create a harmonious society.205 As a 
result of this tradition, there was little demand for a system of litigation 
to protect individual rights, including intellectual property rights.206 
These Confucian principles have also had a strong influence on 
China’s political culture. Many aspects of Confucianism were embraced 
by the Communists and continue to flourish in Chinese society today.207 
In China, laws are considered the “concrete formulation of the Party’s 
policy.”208 These Confucian and Communist principles provide the ideo-
logical bases of most of China’s laws, which do not address the idea of 
providing “property-like protection for products of individual intel-
lect.”209 This has created a political climate under which China does not 
promote IPR in the same manner as the United States and other Western 
nations.210 
China’s political culture has been cited as a central reason for the 
weakness of the nation’s intellectual property laws and enforcement.211 A 
memorandum from the United States Department of State noted that 
“China’s leaders must increasingly build consensus for new policies 
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among party members, influential nonparty members, and the population 
at large.”212 China will continue to face difficulties in building a truly 
effective intellectual property regime, unless they are able to make a 
change in the political culture. Therefore, in addition to the promulgation 
of laws, China must educate its officials and the Chinese public on the 
nature of IP and encourage protection of IPR. 
IV. CHALLENGES IN ENFORCEMENT 
Although the Starbucks decision provides hope that China is moving 
towards a stronger IP system of protection for foreign brands, multina-
tional corporations still face a number of challenges, especially from 
China’s weak enforcement of IP laws. Although China has made signifi-
cant progress in the laws governing trademarks, China has not yet estab-
lished an effective enforcement system to protect trademarks. This raises 
serious concerns for foreign investors because enforcement is the key to 
protection of IPR in China.213 Although foreign pressure on China has 
been effective in getting IPR protection laws promulgated, the pressure 
has been less successful in strengthening enforcement.214 
A. Administrative Mechanisms of Protection 
Under China’s “dual track” enforcement system, IPR are enforced by 
both administrative agencies and the courts.215 A trademark owner may 
either go to the local AIC to report a case of infringement, or pursue a 
civil or criminal action in a court. For trademark infringement claims, 
most parties still currently prefer to use administrative measures. 216 
China has established a number of administrative bodies to strengthen 
protection of IPR. There are three agencies under the State Council who 
are in charge at the national level: the National Administration for Copy-
right (NCA), the State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) and SAIC.217 
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The administrative enforcement for trademark matters is regulated by the 
CTMO of the SAIC,218 but AICs across the nation participate in en-
forcement of trademark cases and cracking down on trademark counter-
feiting and infringement.219 
The protection of IPR through an administrative mechanism has be-
come increasingly important. 220  According to SIPO, in 2004, SAIC 
launched a nationwide crackdown upon trademark counterfeiting and 
infringement, under which AICs from all levels have intensified en-
forcement of trademark cases.221 But these administrative enforcement 
efforts are hindered by localism, a lack of financial resources and the 
inadequacy of penalties against infringers. 222  Localism refers to the 
emergence of administrative bureaucracy in regions across China as a 
result of Beijing’s decision to enhance local autonomy.223 As a result of 
the decentralization and rise of localism, Beijing’s central power was 
eroded and corrupt local officials filled the power vacuum.224 This poses 
problems for protecting IPR because local officials often profit from 
counterfeit goods through kickbacks or bribes or may even be involved 
with the production of illegal goods and services.225 In some cases the 
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local infringer is a local government entity.226 In one case, the Peninsula 
Group, an international hotel company, brought an action against a state-
owned power company who built a hotel called the “Peninsula Hotel” in 
Yichang.227 The Peninsula Group, which operates hotels in New York, 
Beverly Hills, and the Far East, is currently trying to stop the power 
company from using its name and logo on the hotel.228 
As demonstrated by the Starbucks case, China’s enforcement of judg-
ments by an administrative body is weak. Prior to commencing its suit 
against Shanghai Xingbake in court, Starbucks obtained an order from 
the Shanghai AIC that called for the café to remove any signs, logos, and 
names similar to Starbucks.229 But Shanghai Xingbake failed to obey the 
order, and Starbucks pursued judicial actions to protect its rights.230 If 
administrative mechanisms of protection were more successful in stop-
ping infringement, fewer parties would need to initiate legal proceedings, 
thereby reducing the number of legal proceedings in China’s backlogged 
courts. 
The inability of administrative agencies to enforce orders is due in part 
to a lack of financial resources and trained staff.231 The lack of resources 
has also created a backlog of trademark application review.232 In 2004, 
CTMO received the most trademark applications since its creation, with 
a total of 762,000 for both goods and services. This was an increase of 
more than 27 percent from the previous year.233 For trademark registra-
tion applications, the CTMO received 587,926 applications covering 
goods and services. Of these, 10.26 percent were from foreign appli-
cants.234 The CTMO was able to examine less than half of the number of 
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trademark registration applications it received 235  According to An 
Qinghu, the director-general of the CTMO, the office needs a staff of 
about 245, but currently operates with just 210 employees.236 But the 
problem is not simply a lack of staff, but also a lack of training for staff. 
Although, it is the responsibility of the local governments to provide 
the money and personnel to allow the agencies to carry out their duties, 
they are often reluctant to do so because it is more financially beneficial 
for them to allow the violators to continue their activities.237 Although 
China understands that protection of IPR is essential to their economic 
reform, many Chinese officials still regard IP protection as a secondary 
issue.238 
There has been pressure from the international community for China to 
improve administrative protection of IPR. For example, the United States 
has argued that to protect American IPR, the Chinese government should 
extend its administrative power with greater force than allowed under 
Chinese constitutional principles, such as providing administrative pro-
tection of non-existing rights under current Chinese laws and legal prin-
ciples.239 Although the United States would like the Chinese government 
to extend its administrative power further than allowed under the Chinese 
Constitution to protect IPR, such administrative protection is unlikely 
because an administrative regulation cannot create rights that do not exist 
in current law and legal principles.240 
B. Judicial Protection of IPR 
Judicial protection of IPR will likely play an increased role in trade-
mark protection in the future. In compliance with TRIPS obligations, 
China must allow judicial review of final decisions from administrative 
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agencies.241 To meet these obligations, China has taken significant steps 
to build a judicial structure to protect IPR. In 1993, the Beijing Interme-
diate People’s Court created its own Intellectual Property Rights Tribu-
nal, the first court to be devoted solely to intellectual property cases.242 
Similar intellectual property courts have been established in Shanghai, 
Tianjin, Guangzhou, Fujian Province, Jiangsu Province, Hainan Prov-
ince, and the Special Economic Zones.243 
An infringement action can be brought as a civil matter by the trade-
mark owner or as a criminal prosecution.244 A civil court proceeding has 
some advantages over administrative actions. In a civil court action, the 
trademark owner can obtain a preliminary injunction from the People’s 
Court either before or at the time a suit is filed.245 A timely decision can 
also be made in certain civil cases. According to the Chinese Civil Pro-
cedure Act, civil cases are usually handled within six months from the 
filing date, with an additional three months for an appeal.246 However, 
cases involving foreign parties do not adhere to such a time frame. 
Rather, as demonstrated by the Starbucks decision, cases involving for-
eign parties can take years. 
Trademark infringement can also be criminally prosecuted under 
China’s Criminal Laws, which make it a crime to intentionally use an-
other party’s registered trademark, sell merchandise under a fake trade-
mark, and manufacture any representation of a registered mark without 
authorization from the registered owner.247 Criminal prosecution has in-
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creasingly become a more popular choice for enforcement because it 
serves as the greatest deterrent.248 Criminal enforcement may be initiated 
by a request from a private party.249 Conviction for trademark infringe-
ment crimes may result in imprisonment of up to three years, and in se-
vere cases for certain violations, up to seven years.250 In 2004, the Su-
preme People’s Court issued the “Interpretation by the SPC in Handling 
Criminal Cases of Infringing Intellectual Property”251 to make it easier to 
bring a criminal prosecution for infringement.252 
Despite the increased importance of judicial enforcement, such en-
forcement is also plagued by many of the problems impacting adminis-
trative enforcement, including lack of resources, difficulty in enforcing 
judgments and inadequacy of penalties. Another common complaint 
about enforcement is the difficulty in receiving determinations of in-
fringement and enforcing judgments.253 The TL 2001 made some im-
provements in this area.254 The 1993 Trademark Law required proof of 
subjective knowledge or intention with respect to the sales of counterfeit 
marked goods.255 The TL 2001 no longer requires the subjective knowl-
edge test, requiring only proof of sales of infringing goods.256 These 
changes make it somewhat easier to receive a determination of infringe-
ment. In addition to providing damages for “illegal gains or actual 
losses,” the TL 2001 also provides compensatory damages for “reason-
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able expenses” incurred by the rightful trademark owner in combating 
the infringement.257 The People’s Court, in cases where neither illegal 
gains nor actual losses can be calculated, may in its discretion award 
damages of up to 500,000 yuan, depending upon the circumstances of the 
infringement.258 
Judicial enforcement is also impeded by the lack of judicial independ-
ence. Although the Constitution grants the People’s Court “power of in-
dependent adjudication,”259 there are many factors which hinder such 
independence. The Court must still adhere to the CCP’s “unified leader-
ship,”260 which can lead to the shaping of an outcome by the Party. In 
addition, the Court remains dependent on the People’s Congress for its 
annual budget and personnel appointments.261 External pressure can be 
effective because unlike federal judges in the United States, Chinese 
judges do not have tenure and can thus face removal from their position 
if they render a verdict that the Party does not like.262 Fear of removal 
can result in judges unreasonably denying motions for transfer of forum, 
delivering verdicts favorable to local parties or refusing to respect the 
former judgments by other courts.263 
Furthermore, decisions of local judges may be reviewed by individual 
“Adjudication Committees,” which are authorized to direct the proper 
verdict or grant appeals to higher courts for certain cases involving im-
portant legal or economic matters.264 This creates challenges for protec-
tion of IPR because members of the Adjudication Committee are often 
loyalists to the CCP or individuals with connections to local busi-
nesses.265 But China’s WTO accession may put an end to this problem 
because the WTO is allowed to review Chinese court decisions and de-
termine whether they were adjudicated impartially.266 Such a check is 
likely to reduce political influence and corruption of the judicial proc-
ess.267 
Although trademark infringement is a serious and growing problem in 
China, it is not given sufficient attention by the government. Under the 
law, trademark counterfeiting on any scale will be considered a criminal 
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offense, but other forms of trademark infringement can only be consid-
ered to be a civil offense.268 This presents a challenge because of the dif-
ference in damages and punishment attached to the offenses. In addition, 
because the government feels that counterfeiting is a more serious of-
fense than other forms of trademark infringement, the Chinese authorities 
have paid less attention and provided fewer resources to combating these 
trademark infringement claims.269 
There are additional difficulties for courts at the local level. There is 
currently no formal communication system between the localities. At the 
local level, the People’s Congresses are allowed to promulgate laws and 
regulations to implement the laws handed down by the national legisla-
ture, and sometimes create laws that fail to comply with the regulations 
of the national government.270 This makes it difficult for judges to find 
the applicable law. Furthermore, while the National People’s Congress 
and the Supreme People’s Court publish their laws and opinions in offi-
cial gazettes, their counterparts at the provincial level do not.271 This re-
sults in an inconsistent application of laws among different localities 
which adds an additional challenge for trademark protection. However, 
the review mechanism of the WTO may reduce the influence of local 
entities on judicial decisions and ensure that there is uniformity and con-
sistency in the decisions.272 
Similar to administrative enforcement, judicial enforcement also suf-
fers from a lack of financial resources and trained professionals. The 
Chinese judicial system lacks attorneys and judges who are trained and 
educated about the particulars of national and international IP laws.273 
This problem stems from the Cultural Revolution when all law facilities 
were closed from 1966–1976.274 As a result, there is not merely a scarcity 
of trained IP attorneys, but a general scarcity of attorneys.275 The current 
legal system only produces about seven hundred lawyers a year.276 More-
over, many of these attorneys are too young and inexperienced to serve 
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serve as judges, which has created a legal system in which many judges 
are retired army sergeants, who have never had a formal legal educa-
tion.277 The lack of trained judges is particularly devastating in China, 
where judicial proceedings are of an inquisitorial, rather than an adver-
sarial, nature.278 
China has sought to remedy this problem by creating the China Intel-
lectual Property Training Center, which was established in 1997 by the 
government to train professionals on intellectual property matters.279 It is 
essential that China has judges and lawyers who are knowledgeable in IP 
matters because of the court’s increased role in IPR protection. 
C. Strengthening Enforcement 
Despite the weaknesses of the current enforcement system, there is 
hope for improvement. Recognizing the shortcomings of the current sys-
tem, Chinese officials are beginning to pay more attention to enforce-
ment. In a speech during an event to mark World Intellectual Property 
Day, Ma Lianyuan, Vice-Director of the State Intellectual Property Of-
fice said, “China will shift from its previous focus on IPR legislation to 
law enforcement and supervision.”280 In support of this effort, Beijing 
launched “China’s Action Plan on IPR Protection” in March 2006. A 
major component of this initiative is aimed at improving IPR law en-
forcement efforts.281 But to improve enforcement, China, rather than giv-
ing grand speeches on reform and issuing elaborate initiatives on paper, 
must pursue methods which emphasize action rather than words. During 
a trip to Beijing in January 2005, the United States Commerce Secretary 
Donald Evans announced that “[r]hetoric without results is worthless. 
We need deeds, not words, from the Chinese government. The lack of 
tangible and real results creates skepticism at home about China’s com-
mitment.”282 
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Most of the obstacles to effective enforcement cannot be solved over-
night. Education about the importance of IPR is essential to improve en-
forcement. But educating the public about IPR and training attorneys and 
judges on the principles and laws governing the protection of trademarks 
are gradual processes that will take substantial time. Likewise, China 
cannot fundamentally change the political ideology of the nation in a 
short time. Pressure from foreign nations, along with China’s strong de-
sire for foreign investment will put internal pressure on the CCP to make 
changes to shift the Party’s ideology to value IPR. But this too will be a 
long process. Therefore, in addition to promoting education, China 
should pursue more effective enforcement by imposing steeper penalties 
and improving coordination between the administrative and judicial bod-
ies responsible for enforcing trademark laws. 
It has been argued that since many of the infringers are companies, the 
best way to punish them for infringement would be to use financial pun-
ishments. 283  Under TRIPS, China’s criminal IP penalties for willful 
trademark counterfeiting must be “sufficient to provide a deterrent.”284 
But China’s fines and sanctions are currently inadequate to deter in-
fringement. In China, damages can consist of the infringer’s profits or 
the damages sustained by the plaintiff, plus the cost of the action.285 Al-
though most observers of the current Chinese enforcement system agree 
that awards based on the actual damages sustained by the plaintiff would 
be more effective in compensating the plaintiff and in deterring in-
fringement, authorities rarely award these damages, preferring to award 
the infringer’s profits.286 This occurs because it is much more difficult to 
calculate the damages suffered by the plaintiff than to calculate the in-
fringer’s profits. Since most enforcement officials are not properly 
trained to perform such calculations, the less effective method of calcu-
lating infringer’s profits is used. 
The current maximum statutory award of 500,000 yuan (approximately 
US$62,500) 287 available to a successful plaintiff in China is too low to 
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serve as a deterrent. In the United States, statutory damages can go up to 
$100,000 where the counterfeiting was not willful and can go as high as 
$1,000,000 when the violation was willful.288 To fulfill its obligations to 
TRIPS and to provide stronger enforcement of IPR, China should in-
crease the maximum statutory amount awardable under the Trademark 
Law. China must also provide guidance to judges, administrative offi-
cials, lawyers and the general public on the method that will be used to 
calculate damages in infringement cases. It is only when the public is 
aware of the severe financial consequences of infringement activities that 
they can be deterred from infringement. 
To strengthen enforcement, China must also improve coordination be-
tween the entities responsible for enforcing trademark laws. Effective 
IPR enforcement requires coordination and cooperation between the vast 
number of Chinese IP-related agencies and courts on both the national 
and local levels. Currently, there are a number of agencies and courts 
involved in enforcement.289 For administrative enforcement, difficulties 
arise from the lack of coordination between these bodies and from the 
confusion in determining which of these bodies has jurisdiction over the 
particular infringement action.290 Multiple agencies may have jurisdiction 
over a matter, but the lack of communication, along with the rivalries 
between agencies, frustrates enforcement efforts. Administrative en-
forcement bodies have also been criticized for failing to refer administra-
tive cases for criminal prosecution to the Supreme People’s Court.291 By 
referring infringement cases for prosecution, experts believe that the in-
crease of criminal punishments for infringement will act as a deterrent.292 
China should also consider creating a centralized IP body to lead ef-
forts in coordination between the various agencies and courts at both the 
national and local levels. This centralized body would supervise the en-
forcement entities at the local and national levels to ensure that laws are 
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properly enforced. Such oversight could reduce the enforcement prob-
lems caused by localism by ensuring that local authorities handle cases in 
a fair and consistent manner and do not accord the local party special 
treatment. But even if China does not centralize enforcement powers in a 
single administrative agency,293 China must provide guidance to the local 
authorities in the cities and provinces concerning enforcement of IP laws. 
Beijing should set out the responsibilities and jurisdiction of each 
agency, along with procedures for transferring actions between agencies 
and for criminal prosecution. By improving coordination among the 
agencies and courts, judicial and administrative resources can be con-
served and cases can move through the system in a more efficient man-
ner. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Foreign investors should be encouraged by the Starbucks decision. The 
landmark decision is a sign that the Chinese courts are complying with 
their TRIPS obligation and granting well-known trademarks the requisite 
protection. These investors should also be encouraged by the increased 
recognition of foreign-owned well-known trademarks. In 2005, pursuant 
to WKTM, China recognized thirty foreign-owned trademarks from nine 
different countries, as well-known marks in China.294 To further demon-
strate that the nation can be trusted to protect well-known marks, the 
Starbucks decision should be upheld on appeal. Such a decision will not 
only send a message to potential infringers that China is committed to 
fighting trademark infringement, but also serve as a sign to potential in-
vestors that Chinese courts will consistently apply the Trademark Law 
and WKTM. 
Despite these promising signs of improvement, China’s IP infringe-
ment rates are among the highest in the world. To ensure that multina-
tional companies remain interested in investing in China, the nation must 
continue to strengthen their trademark protection. While China has 
adopted intellectual property laws that fulfill the requirement of TRIPS, 
for such laws to be effective in combating trademark violations, they 
must be coupled with a legal system which is founded on the “rule of 
law” and free market principles. While China has established a legal 
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framework providing protection of IPR, the central concern now lies 
with enforcement of those rights. Without adequate and effective en-
forcement, the new IP laws enacted by China will have little value. Real-
izing that improving enforcement is crucial to the success of its IP sys-
tem, China has shifted its focus from promulgation of laws to enforce-
ment. To strengthen administrative and judicial enforcement, the nation 
must make fundamental changes to the current political and cultural ide-
ology. China must not only provide training to judges and attorneys, but 
also must educate the general public on the value of IPR protection. 
While many challenges still lie ahead, China’s progress should not be 
overlooked. China’s system of IPR protection has made great improve-
ments over a relatively short span. The achievements that China has 
made in protecting IPR in slightly over two decades have taken hundreds 
of years in some other nations.295 There is a Chinese proverb which says, 
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.” Based upon 
the progress that China has made in a relatively short amount of time, it 
appears that China has taken a step in the right direction. 
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